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In concert with the transfer of these faculty members, the
department is revising its undergraduate Biophysics program to
encompass the Medical Physics program, under the new title of
“Medical and Biological Physics”. We have submitted this proposal
for approval by the Faculty of Science in the fall of 2016, and hope
to report more details in the next Newsletter.

work of upgrading these labs and keeping the practical experimental
training of physics students up to rapidly evolving current standards.
Please read more about these changes in the Newsletter.

There have also been two important changes in our staff. Sara
Cormier has returned after a maternity leave to a redefined position
as an Instructional Assistant. Formerly, Sara was our Outreach Coordinator and she remains a contact point for high school teachers,
students and alumni who wish to be involved in our physics
programs. However, her primary role will be in support of first year
physics courses with large enrollment, so that students continue to
receive a high quality educational experience as class sizes increase.
Ryszard Dabkowski is the new Laboratory Technician for the upper
year undergraduate teaching labs. He will continue the important

Finally, it’s time for a new picture in the upper left corner of
the Newsletter – and I don’t just mean that the current 10 year old
picture doesn’t resemble me anymore (although that is also true).
My second term as Chair of Physics and Astronomy is now finished.
It has been a great honour to assist the members of this outstanding
department in pursuing their ideas to better the department’s research
and teaching programs. Now I feel it is time to re-engage more fully
with my own research and teaching. The department will be in the
very capable hands of Graeme Luke, and you will see his smiling
face on the front page of the next Newsletter.
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Research Profile of the Imai Lab

Reception celebrating the successful Ph.D. defense of Mingxuan Fu
(middle) on October 16, 2015. From left to right: Dr. J. Carbotte,
Dr. Y. Mozharivskyj (Chemistry), Dr. G. Luke, Dr. J. Hall (Timusk
Lab), Dr. M. Fu, grad student S. Takahashi (Imai Lab), Dr. T. Imai,
Dr. B. Gaulin, Dr. J. Britten (BIMR), and grad student T. Munsie
(Luke Lab).

A schematic representation of the fluctuating spin S=1/2’s in a
quantum spin liquid state on a kagome Heisenberg antiferromagnet.
Two neighboring spins form a spin singlet state (i.e. two spins are
paired with antiparallel configurations). But spins constantly
trade the singlet partners, and keep fluctuating even at absolute
zero. (Figure courtesy of Sean Takahashi).
Dr. Takashi Imai and his students investigate quantum
condensed matter using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy. His lab is located in the basement of the ABB
building, and houses a broad array of equipment that enables them
to conduct NMR measurements in extreme conditions, from low to
high temperatures, high magnetic fields, and high pressures. His
research team has worked on a variety of topics in the forefront
of quantum condensed matter research, including unconventional
superconductivity in iron- or copper-based high temperature
superconductors, and quantum magnetism in low dimensions.
Since 2006, the Imai Lab has been pursuing a “quantum
spin liquid” ground state in kagome Heisenberg antiferromagnets
(KHA). “Kagome” is a Japanese word representing a woven
basket pattern, composed a corner-sharing triangles. In a KHA,
two neighboring electron spins at the corners of a triangle have
Heisenberg’s antiferromagnetic exchange interaction, and try to
form a spin singlet state. Classically, this means that two spins
try to become antiparallel. Three spins at the corners of a triangle,
however, cannot be made antiparallel all at once, and hence there
exists very strong geometrical frustration effects that tend to favor
a quantum spin liquid ground state. Spins in a quantum spin
liquid would never undergo a phase transition into a conventional
antiferromagntic Néel state, and keep fluctuating. Since the early
theoretical proposals by P.W. Anderson in the 1970’s in the edge
sharing triangular-lattice Heisenberg model, and then in the 1980’s
in the context of copper-oxide high temperature superconductors,
many researchers have been trying to capture the glimpse of the
elusive quantum spin liquid.
The Imai Lab began NMR investigation of local magnetism
in the KHA in the powder sample of a mineral material called
“herbertsmithite” in 2006, synthesized by a research team of
Dr. D. Nocera (Harvard). The mineral has a structurally perfect
kagome plane and does not exhibit the signature of a magnetic
phase transition into a Nèel state. More recently, a team led by
Dr. Y. S. Lee (Stanford) succeeded in growing single crystals of
herbertsmithite and has been providing the samples to the Imai

Lab. Oxygen-17 NMR measurements in an isotope-enriched
herbertsmithite single crystal became the subject of a Ph.D.
dissertation by Mingxuan (“Ming”) Fu, a graduate student in the
Imai Lab. Ming is a Bejing native, and joined the Imai Lab in 2010
to pursue a Ph.D. after completing her B.Sc. in the University of
Toronto. Her NMR data on herbertsmithite revealed the presence
of a quantum spin liquid ground state with a finite excitation gap
for the first time. The breakthrough research was published as a
report entitled “Evidence for a gapped spin liquid ground state in
a kagome Heisenberg antiferromagnet” in the journal Science on
November 6, 2015. She defended her Ph.D. dissertation in October
2015, and began her postdoctoral work at NIST in Gaithersburg
and Johns Hopkins University. Subsequently, she was awarded a
postdoctoral fellowship from NSERC.

Faculty Profiles
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I joined the department of
Medical Physics & Applied Radiation
Sciences in 2003 after completing
my PhD and one year post-doctoral
fellowship at Seoul National
University. My research interests
include radiation detection, radiation
dosimetry and industrial applications
of radiation science/technology. The
core of my research is to develop
advanced radiation detectors and
digital signal processing systems
to overcome the fundamental
Soo Hyun Byun
limitations of the current technology.
Particularly, my research group has developed the THick Gas
Electron Multiplier (THGEM) detector, an advanced gaseous
radiation detector, which showed an outstanding performance in
contrast to the traditional gaseous detectors. In parallel, I have also
developed advanced digital signal processing systems for radiation
spectrometry and imaging. In January 2016, I was transferred to
the department of Physics & Astronomy with Drs. Fiona McNeill
and David Chettle.
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I am very happy to have re-joined
the Department as a Professor, having
started as an Assistant Professor here
in 1997. I am enjoying being part of
the Department’s research-intensive
environment.
My research program focuses
on toxic element analysis. I, and my
graduate students, design and build
biomedical devices for the in vivo
measurement of elements and we
employ radiation-based techniques
to do this, principally X-ray
Fiona McNeill
Fluorescence (XRF) and Neutron
Activation Analysis (NAA). Once we have designed and built the
devices, we apply them in population studies of human health.
I have studied the metal lead (Pb) for twenty-five years and I
recently conducted (with David Chettle) a study of environmental
exposure using 109Cd XRF bone Pb measurements for Health
Canada. The good news is that Pb exposure in Ontario has fallen
dramatically in the last two decades; measures such as limits on
Pb in water and removal of Pb from gasoline have been extremely
successful. Children are much less exposed, which is important
because Pb affects IQ.
In recent years, we have developed the first biomedical devices
in the world for the in vivo measurement of arsenic, fluorine and
gadolinium and are working on chromium and selenium.
I am excited about our fluorine work because there is
controversy about adding fluoride to drinking water. Fluoride
accumulates in bone and at high doses increases fracture risk, but
the risk curve may actually be u-shaped. We have developed the
world’s first NAA-based in vivo assessment tool for population
health studies and conducted a study of 70 people in the City of
Hamilton. We could measure fluorine in bone in 95% of people
and found a strong relationship with age. Interestingly, we found
that the single biggest factor in determining bone fluoride level was
drinking tea: it doubled bone fluoride content. To check whether
this was reasonable, I bought every brand of black tea available
in Fortinos and brewed tea samples which I measured using the
McMaster Nuclear Reactor. (I did get some funny looks at the
checkout when I turned up with my twenty boxes of different tea!)
It turns out that the fluorine content contained of one to two cups of
black tea a day do explain the two fold increase in fluoride levels
in tea drinkers.
Our ongoing work on gadolinium (Gd) could be extremely
important. People are exposed to Gd because it is used as an
image enhancer in MRI scans. Gd is administered attached to a
chelate because free Gd is toxic. Several years ago, a group of
people administered Gd-based drugs died. It was believed that
altered kidney function detached the Gd from the chelate and so
kidney disease became contra-indicated for the drug. There is now,
however, some evidence that Gd detaches from the chelate even in
healthy people. My graduate student Michelle Lord has developed
a new XRF device to measure Gd in bone (which would arise
from free Gd) and will conduct a small pilot study this summer to
determine if this is true. If she observes Gd in bone, it may mean

that a drug which is administered to millions of people annually is
not as low risk as believed.
I’m a medical physicist, or
perhaps better, an applied nuclear
physicist. In terms of research,
my colleagues and I use neutron
physics or x-ray physics to develop
new ways of measuring chemical
elements in living human subjects.
This involves ionizing radiation, so
we use only low and very carefully
regulated doses. Examples include
measurement of aluminum in bone,
using neutron activation analysis. In
David Chettle
a recently concluded pilot study we
(well mostly Hedi Mohseni, Mohseni
et al, Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease, in press, 2016) found slightly
higher levels of aluminum in people suffering from Alzheimer’s
disease than in control subjects. Another example is using x-ray
fluorescence to measure lead in bone. Several studies, spanning
many years have served to highlight endogenous exposure. That
is the process by which lead previously stored in bone is slowly
released, becoming a significant internal source of exposure.
I should confess that I’m not really new faculty. I was
appointed to the Department of Physics & Astronomy in 1991.
There was a process of parting company between 1999 and 2003
as the Department of Medical Physics and Applied Radiation
Sciences was formed. Physics & Astronomy was gracious enough
to welcome me back when my former department was closed at the
end of 2015. Not only am I not new, I’m old! My PhD was granted
in 1975 by the University of Birmingham (UK), where I continued
in research positions until shortly before joining McMaster. Along
the way I garnered a Certificate in Theology (1978), which points
to another continued interest in the interaction between science and
faith. This finds expression here in the Hamilton Science and Faith
Forum.

Introductory Physics at McMaster Physics 1A03
The Challenge: design
an
introductory
physics
course for ~900 first year life
science students who may or
may not have taken physics
in high school. To make sure
the course is not too easy
for students who have taken
Grade 12 Physics and not too
difficult for students who have
not taken Grade 11 Physics.
To make the course valuable and exciting enough to entice some
students to pursue a degree in physics and make sure the course
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provides sufficient preparation for future physics courses. And
lastly, to make sure the course provides a satisfactory background
in physics for students who may never take another physics course
in their university career. Not an easy task but the task that myself,
Kari Dalnoki-Veress, and Michael Massa, along with help from
Jamie Kaushal and Greg Atkinson in Science Media Lab were
charged with. What we came up with is Physics 1A03. September
2016 marks the first anniversary of Physics 1A03 and I think it is
now safe to say that we have successfully met (or exceeded!) the
challenges.
Physics 1A03 was designed from the ground up and is quite
different from any physics course we have run in the department
in the past. For one, we used input from faculty members across
the faculty of science to tell us what topics they would most like
their students to see in an introductory physics course. As a result,
the material covered touches on a variety of different fields within
science and also serves to prepare students to write the MCAT
(along with the second first year physics course, Physics 1AA3).
Secondly, it is what’s known as a “blended” course. Instead of the
typical three hours of in class lecture per week, students have only
two hours of in class lecture per week as well as an online module.
These modules are typically half an hour in length though it takes
the students an hour or more to work through them. The idea is for
students to watch the modules prior to coming to class such that the
in class time can be used for review, practice and to highlight the
relevancy of the material to current research. For example, when
we taught waves we discussed the recent LIGO gravitational wave
findings. While the modules were time-consuming to create, from
a pedagogical standpoint they were well worth it (and lots of fun!).
From the feedback we have received, students love them. With help
from Science Media Lab we created 10 modules. These modules
include videos, worked examples and lots of “checkpoints”
for students to check their understanding. Many of the worked
examples were filmed with Kari, Mike, and myself at a whiteboard
working through a solution. The modules also include two mascots
- Einswine and Physics Girl (see figure). Our mascots also helped
us work through examples and served to create unity between the
10 modules.
One of the benefits of the newly designed blended learning is
that we have created a course that has no “heroes”. Each time the
course is taught the instructor does not need to begin from square
one - all the material is ready to go. This is vitally important as
it ensures that the workload with teaching such a large course is
manageable and that the quality and content of the course is uniform
from year-to-year. While the modules were time consuming to
create initially, they are now finished and available for all future
course offerings of physics 1A03. We have also created all the
powerpoint slides for the lectures that accompany the modules.
Ultimately this means less work for instructors and more time to
focus on excellent delivery of the material.
The grading of Physics 1A03 is much the same as previous
first year physics courses. Grades are made up by two midterms,
a final exam, labs and in class participation. A large portion of
student’s grades comes from work done in class, which encourages
students to attend lectures. As we all know, physics is learned by
doing and is not a passive activity. Students are faced with multiple
iclicker questions each class and are encouraged to speak with their

neighbours and discuss. This is how we learn. The labs component
is designed to be non-stressful and fun (similar to the former
Physics 1B03 labs). Labs are performed in groups of three with no
pre-lab and no formal lab reports. The idea is to see first hand that
the physics learned in class and in the modules works.
There are four traditional physics labs performed in a lab room
and one take home experiment. The take home experiment is a new
addition to first year physics. In groups of two or three students are
asked to create a video of a physics experiment and explain the
physics behind it. We intentionally leave this open-ended to give
students room to be creative. The results have been great.
We are very happy to report that Physics 1A03 has had a very
successful beginning. Student feedback has been overwhelmingly
positive. Physics 1A03 is fun to teach, fun to take, and serves to
give students an appreciation for physics.

McMaster Physics & Astronomy Undergrads
to Host the 2017 Canadian Conference for
Undergraduate Women in Physics (CCUWiP):
McMaster Physics & Astronomy Undergrads to Host the
2017 Canadian Conference for Undergraduate Women in Physics
(CCUWiP):
This past January the Physics & Astronomy Department
sent a contingent of undergrads to the the third annual Canadian
Conference for Undergraduate Women in Physics (CCUWiP)
held at Dalhousie University. Students participated in workshops,
presented their research, toured labs, networked, and attended
various panels to discuss issues including job prospects and women
in science. In addition, the contingent from McMaster submitted a
successful bid to host the fourth annual CCUWiP. In January 2017,
approximately 120 undergraduate women from across Canada will
visit our campus for a weekend of networking, science, and fun.
The CCUWiP is an important conference not only for the science
that is shared, but also for the contribution to the conversation
regarding the gender imbalance present within the Physics &
Astronomy community worldwide. The CCUWiP aims to inspire
young physicists by connecting them to the strong community of
women in physics. We are very excited to have the opportunity to
host such an important and great event.

Graduate Student Profile – Peter Hayman
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I was first introduced to
astronomy in grade 9 science at
home in Ottawa, and was enthralled.
I joined the local amateur astronomy
club, and took courses at the Canada
Museum of Science and Technology.
I spent a lot of my spare time in the
backyard with my telescope, and even
dabbled in some astrophotography.
Entering university, I chose physics
with the ultimate aim of studying
astrophysics. That goal changed,
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however, once I discovered the true beauty of fundamental physics.
As it turns out, the universe is astoundingly elegant in
its apparent adherence to a firm logical structure. Even more
astounding: that logical structure seems to be mathematical in
nature, which means us mere mortals have a hope of actually
understanding what makes the universe tick. After realizing that,
what choice did I have? I fairly quickly made up my mind to study
fundamental physics as long as I am able.
To that end, I earned a BSc in theoretical physics from Carleton
(with a couple of minors on the side), and made my way over to
McMaster to work on a MSc with the one and only Dr. Burgess.
With a top-notch supervisor on board, I’ve been able to get started
digging into particle physics, and early universe cosmology. So
far, I’ve been studying the early universe, and I’ve taken a look at
some extra-dimensional inflation, and a model of inflation that kind
of/sort of resembles a ferromagnet. On the horizon is hopefully
some work on black holes. It’s also great that we have access to the
Perimeter Institute here. I’ve been able to meet even more brilliant
physicists from around the world, and sit in on lectures on a wide
variety of ongoing research.
None of this is to say that I’ve lost my interest in astronomy--quite the contrary! I’m still amazed by how easily astronomy
lets any chump with a cheap telescope appreciate the grandeur of
physics on the largest scales. More than that, it’s also our best
tool for public outreach, which is why I’ve gotten involved with
our department’s wonderful Sidewalk Astronomy program, and
the McCallion Planetarium. As I see it, outreach is incredibly
important. We wouldn’t be able to have full-time researchers
without a society to support us, so we have an obligation to share
(as much as possible) our findings with that society.
Going forward, I’ll be sticking around Mac for a PhD, and
from there, I plan to continue up the academic ladder wherever
they’ll have me.

was also given the opportunity to travel to Grenoble, France to
analyze the effects of strong static magnetic fields on membrane
organization using neutron diffraction. I presented my work at
many conferences including CUPC, CCUWiP, and the 2015 CAP
Congress where I earned first place for student talks. This year,
I helped put together a successful bid to host the 2017 Canadian
Conference for Undergraduate Women in Physics at McMaster
University.
Outside of academics and research, I have also been involved
with the McMaster Undergraduate Physics Society as VP Internal
and then as President in my fourth year. Getting to know such a
diverse group of talented individuals has made my undergraduate
experience in the department amazing and unforgettable. In the
future, I plan on studying medicine and becoming a doctor, using
the knowledge and skills that my physics degree has taught me.

New Instructional Assistant - Sara Cormier
After an enjoyable year off on
maternity leave, it is refreshing to
be back at work. I have been very
fortunate to be a member of the
Physics & Astronomy Department
for over 10 years. I began as an
undergrad, transitioned to a graduate
student and for the past four years
I have served as the Outreach
Coordinator. I am excited to
announce my next transition which
is to that of Instructional Assistant.
While I will still have the opportunity to continue many of my
outreach initiatives, my main role will be to support first year
physics. Specifically, Physics 1A03. 1A03 is a large course with
lots of students and lots of overhead. I will provide a supportive
role to instructors, students and teaching assistants. This is also the
perfect job to coincide with outreach and recruiting. It allows me
lots of face time with the largest number of first year students - these
are the students we hope to recruit into our upper year programs.
I am excited for this new challenge and very happy to have the
opportunity to continue working in such a supportive department.

Undergraduate Student Profile
– Jennifer Tang
I entered my first year at
McMaster in the life sciences
program with an interest in biology
and biochemistry. However, I loved
the way physics was taught in
university because it was built up
from basic mathematical equations
that could be modified and applied to
a wide variety of problems. I enjoyed
learning the basic theory behind how
things worked, which physics offered, but I was also interested
in biological systems and its medical applications. Biophysics
was the perfect fit for me because it allowed me to have a unique
perspective on problems by approaching them from the perspective
of a biochemist and a physicist.
During the summers of my undergrad, I received two NSERC
USRAs to work with Dr. Maikel Rheinstadter looking at membrane
and protein dynamics. Using X-ray diffraction, I studied aggregation
properties of Alzheimer’s plaques in membrane environments. I

Undergraduate Laboratory Technician Ryszard Dabkowski
In August of 2015, Ryszard
Dabkowski replaced Andy Duncan
upon his retirement as the Lab
Technician for the Intermediate
Physics Laboratory Class as well as
the Thermo/Stat Mech Labs.
Prior to this position at
McMaster, Ryszard spent three and
a half years as an instrumentation
and controls designer in the Nuclear
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Industry. His work focused on reactor and safety system control
upgrades for nuclear power plant refurbishment; the design,
procurement and testing of components for plant controls loops; as
well as design work for service contracts to upgrade, maintain or
rebuild existing plant systems to ensure compliance with existing,
new or upgraded design requirements.
Ryszard finished his Bachelor of Engineering in Engineering
Physics from McMaster in 2008, returning to complete a Masters
of Applied Science in Engineering Physics (for work on Hybrid
physical evaporator - Electron Cyclotron Resonance Plasma
Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (ECR-PECVD) Reactor)
under the supervision of Dr. Peter Mascher in 2012. Between his
studies, Ryszard served as the acting manager at a materials testing
division of a commercial laboratory.

Faculty Award - Dr. Ralph Pudritz
Dr. Ralph Pudritz is the 2016 winner of the Executive Award
for Outstanding Service from the Canadian Astronomical Society.
In 1998, he was appointed as the chair of the Long Range Planning
Panel that produced the first comprehensive report on the status
and future of astronomy in Canada. The 2000 report, “The Origins
of Structure in the Universe” was highly influential and laid the
groundwork for Canada’s participation in a future generation of
astronomical telescopes. Canada’s successful participation in these
new telescopes, including the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST)
and the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA),
can be directly traced to the LRP2000 report. LRP2000 was the first
comprehensive long-range plan that the Canadian astronomical
community generated through a process of broad consultation,
debate, and, ultimately, consensus. Ralph drove this process forward
with vision and energy which ultimately transformed the process
by which the Canadian astronomical community identifies its goals
and communicates them to our funding agencies and international
partners. Ralph was also recognized for his work developing the
Origins Institute at McMaster University, which is described in
the original citation as “a visionary research and teaching institute
with a multidisciplinary focus on biology, mathematics, physics
and astrophysics”.

Faculty Award – Dr. Maikel Rheinstadter
Dr. Maikel Rheinstadter was one of 4 McMaster faculty
members named as University Scholars. This title recognizes
mid-career faculty members who have already distinguished
themselves as international scholars. This award is held for 4
years (commencing July 1, 2016) and is accompanied by a research
award of $15,000/year.
Maikel is a biophysicist who uses x-ray and neutron scattering
to study membranes and proteins under realistic physiological
conditions. His recent work has included studies of Alzheimer’s
Plaques and the action of Ibuprofen and Aspirin in membranes.
The fundamental knowledge gained from his research has the
potential to support research into better treatments for diseases
and the development of more advanced, smart materials such as
biosensors. Dr. Rheinstadter and his group perform x-ray scattering
experiments in his lab in ABB and travel to neutron facilities at
Chalk River and around the world. He is presently developing
a $7.5M small angle scattering facility at McMaster’s Nuclear
Reactor supported by the Canadian Foundation for Innovation and
the Ontario Research Fund.

Student Awards
Canadian Undergraduate Physics Conference (CUPC)
The Department of Physics and Astronomy sent twenty-one
undergraduate students who did summer research projects at
McMaster University to the CUPC 2015 held at Trent University
and once again our undergraduates did an outstanding job
presenting their research:
Aaron Goldberg – 1st place for talk in Quantum Condensed Matter
Michael Radica – 1st place for talk in Astrophysics
Jennifer Tang - 2nd place for talk in Soft Matter/Biophysics
Patrick Daley – 3rd place for talk in Quantum Condensed Matter
Jasper Grond – 3rd place for talk in Astrophysics
Michael Walters – 3rd place for talk in Engineering Physics,
Applied Physics and Special Topics
Katelyn Dixon – 3rd place for talk in Soft Matter/Biophysics
Chris Gubbels – 4th place for talk in Soft Matter/Biophysics
Claire Preston – won the top poster prize.

Faculty Award – Dr. Catherine Kallin
Dr. Catherine Kallin was recently named a Simons Fellow in
Theoretical Physics, the only Canadian among 14 receiving this
honour from the American-based foundation. The award is valued
at $130,000 Cdn and is being used to support her research while on
leave at the Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics at the University
of California, Santa Barbara.
Catherine is a theoretical condensed matter physicist
whose interests include unconventional superconductors such
as the high temperature cuprates. She is also very interested in
some low-temperature superconductors such as Sr2RuO4 whose
unconventional superconducting state could be harnessed for
quantum computation. A quantum computer (as our Prime
Minister so famously explained) offers the possibility of enormous
increases in computing speed by virtue of the fact that they can
perform many calculations simultaneously.

Congratulations to all participants for a great showing.
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Congratulations to Jennifer Tang, who won the CAP Best
Oral Presentation Competition last week in the Division of
Medical and Biological Physics, and then came first again in
the overall competition between division winners. The research
for her presentation “The Formation of Alzheimer’s Plaques in
Synthetic Membranes”, was performed in Dr. Rheinstadter’s lab.
Jennifer, an undergraduate who will soon enter the 4th year of the
Honours Biophysics program, was competing for the most part
against graduate students. The Physics World website reported on
Jennifer’s work athttp://blog.physicsworld.com/2015/06/18/thephysics-of-alzheimers-disease
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Recent M.Sc. and Ph.D. Graduates

Name

Thesis Title

Degree Supervisor

Matilda Backholm

Biomechanics of C. elegans as probed by micropipette deflection

Ph.D.

Kari Dalnoki-Veress

Jeremy Webb

The Scale Size and Dynamical Evolution of Star Clusters in Tidal Fields

Ph.D.

Non-equilibrium real time dynamics of quantum spin systems and the quantum critical dynamics of
'dirty' bosons

Ph.D.

Bill Harris/Alison
Sills

Erik Sorensen

Ph.D.

Alison Sill/James
Wadsley

Shouvik Sur

Ray Ng
Rachel Ward
Kaz Sliwa

Jerod Wagman

Jesse Hall

Max Schirm
Laura Toppozini

Ben Jackel

Low Energy Effective Field Theories for Metallic Quantum Critical Points

Ph.D.

The Structure and Evolution of Unbound Star-forming Molecular Clouds
Molecular Gas Properties of Local Luminous Infrared Galaxies

Neutron Scattering Studies of Strong Dynamic Correlations in High Temperature Superconductors

Hybridization, hidden order, and antiferromagnetism in URu2Si2: electrodynamics studied by
infrared spectroscopy

Molecular Gas in Nearby Merging and Interacting Galaxies: the Whirlpool Galaxy (M51) and the
Antennae Galaxies (NGC 4038/39)

Effects of various molecules on the structure and dynamics of lipid membranes

Magnetic Dynamos: How Do They Even Work?

Ph.D.

Ph.D.

Erik Sorensen

Christine Wilson

Bruce Gaulin

Ph.D.

Tom Timusk

Ph.D.

Christine Wilson

Ph.D.

Maikel Rheinstadter

Ph.D.

Ethan Vischniac

Rory Woods

A New Approach to Radiative Transfer in Galaxies

Ph.D.

Ryan Plestid

The Implications of Gauging Lepton Flavour Symmetries for Neutrino Masses and Dark Matter

M.Sc.

Itay Yavin

Aisha Mahmoud-Perez

Photometric Study of the Globular Cluster System of M49

M.Sc.

Hugh Couchman/
James Wadsley
Bill Harris

Jessica McCloskey

Modelling Young Star Clusters with AMUSE

M.Sc.

Alison Sills

Ming Fu

Revealing the Ground State Properties of the S=1/2 Kagome Heisenberg Antiferromagnet:170
Single-Crystal NMR Investigations of ZnCu3(OH)6Cl2

Ph.D.

Takashi Imai

Solomon Barkley

Production and Manipulation of 2D Droplet Aggregates

M.Sc.

Kari Dalnoki-Veress

Mark Ilton

Flow in Thin Polymer Films

Ph.D.

Kari Dalnoki-Veress

Ross Diener

Standard Model Naturalness from Dark Vortices and Codimension-2 Braneworlds      

Ph.D.

Cliff Burgess

Mikhail Klassen
Faiyaz Hasan

Casey Marjerrison

Haizhao Zhi

Simulating Radiative Feedback and the Formation of Massive Stars              

Ph.D.

Numerical Study of the Dynamical Casimir Effect and its Classical Analogue in a Double Cavity

Investigation of Frustrated Magnetism in Double Perovskites

NMR investigation of the quasi-one-dimensional superconductor class R2Cr3As3 (R=K, Rb, or Cs)

Ph.D.

M.Sc.

M.Sc.

Ralph Pudritz

Duncan O'Dell

Bruce Gaulin
Takashi Imai

2016 Graduating Class
Top: Jasper Grond, Peter Gysbers, Drake Lee
Second from top: Julia Anderson, Michael
Walters, Jerny Ezra, Brendan Plestid
Third from top: Lauren Smith, Laura Herrera,
Michael Radical, Claire Preston, Alan
Morningstar
Bottom: Natalie Gervasi, Elaine McNeice,
Alina Barnett, Katelyn Dixon, Kate
Charlesworth, Jennifer Tang
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Those who wish to support undergraduate and graduate students in physics and astronomy at McMaster can designate their donations to
Those who
wish&toAstronomy,
support undergraduate
and graduate
McMaster
Physics
or to one of their
funds: students in physics and astronomy at McMaster can designate their donations to
McMaster Physics & Astronomy, or to one of our funds:
The Martin Johns Fund - this fund is used to provide entrance scholarships to Honours Physics undergraduate students, and to send
The
Martin Johns
Fund
– this fund
is used to provide
entrance scholarships to Honours Physics undergraduate students, and to send
undergraduates
to the
Canadian
Undergraduate
Physics Conference.
undergraduates to the Canadian Undergraduate Physics Conference.
The Jim Waddington Prize - this fund supports an annual prize for the student with the highest achievement in Physics 1BA3 who is
entering
an Honours Physics
The
Jim Waddington
Prize – program.
this fund supports an annual prize for the student with the highest achievement in Physics 1BA3 who is
entering an Honours Physics program.
The Planetarium Fund - this new initiative will allow a graduate student to be appointed part-time manager of the newly renovated
planetarium.
The
McCallion Planetarium Fund – this new initiative will allow a graduate student to be appointed part-time manager of the newly
renovated planetarium.

I WISH TO SUPPORT:
The Martin Johns Fund (S415A)
The Jim Waddington Prize (S3544A)
The Planetarium Fund (0633A)

McMaster University
OJN-432
1280 Main Street West
Hamilton, ON L8S 4K1
Tel: 905-525-9140, ext. 24224
giving@mcmaster.ca
www.givetomcmaster.ca

❏
❏
❏

With my enclosed gift of: $_________________ or
With my total pledge of: $_______ over _____ years.
$______________ annually

$__________ semi-annually

$______________quarterly

$__________ monthly

Please charge this payment only ____ or all payments____ to my
credit card

❏ MasterCard ❏ Visa ❏ American Express

___________
Expiry Date
Signature

_________________________________________
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Please make cheque payable to MCMASTER UNIVERSITY. Thank you for your generosity!
Tax receipts issued by mail. Payroll deduction donations noted on T4. Charitable # 11903 5988 RR 001

Contact Information:
Contact Information:
Department of Physics and Astronomy, McMaster University
Department of Physics and Astronomy, McMaster University
1280 Main Street West, Hamilton, Ontario L8S 4M1
1280 Main Street West, Hamilton, Ontario L8S 4M1
Phone: 905-525-9140, ext. 24559
Phone: 905-525-9140, ext. 24559
Fax: 905-546-1252
Fax: 905-546-1252
email: physics@mcmaster.ca
email: physics@mcmaster.ca
http://www.physics.mcmaster.ca/
http://www.physics.mcmaster.ca/
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